Welcome to my grand passion - Iruka’s Cooking. Iruka’s Cooking is a very personal project with which I
hope to encourage and eventually persuade you to join with me and enjoy a healthy and surprisingly
delightful diet.
The elaboration of each of my creations is based on a painstakingly careful selection of ingredients. From
the farm to the table every product is chosen and hand picked to ensure that each one is the best
available. I apply the same philosophy to the processes of elaboration so that I am certain that each of
my dishes enjoys the best flavors.
Together we will learn to love and value a nature that provides us with excellent ingredients and teaches
us to enjoy sensations and recognize different aromas that appeal to our palate. We source our products
from gardens and small-holdings which provide us with apples, oranges, figs…… and we visit farms to
collect the freshest produce. It is quite clear that our grandparents were not mistaken with their slowly
elaborated recipes that they savoured with every mouthful.
We want to make you remember those original and authentic flavours so that you can enjoy a delicious
bread dough like those we used to make at home from carefully selected ingredients. Let us surprise you
with original recipes where tradition is mixed with a unique combination of flavours that will truly
impress you.
My curiosity for the art of cooking, with its aromas and sensations has become my grand passion. It is a
passion that has led me to want to study this extraordinary discipline and it was when I took a Cordon
Bleu class that my understanding deepened and I decided to begin this project, which allows me to enjoy
and evolve everyday. The result is Iruka’s Kitchen - a space where I can continue developing and
innovating for the most discerning palates and demanding diners.
We work with traditional as well as ecological suppliers so that you can savour the best of our national
food. Searching the gardens of our marvelous country is a real pleasure and we always find something
excellent to bring to the preparation of our dishes.
We select the best products like pumpkins, chestnuts and onions from Galicia or from Aragon, shallots,
white beans and Green beans from Asturias, white beans from La Granja, paprika from La Vera, tomatoes
and peppers from the best Spanish vegetable gardens, plump fowl and healthy well-fed lambs from
Castilla-Leon.
We prepare our dough from different varieties of aromatic wheat that is ecologically stone-ground and
produced in Palazuelos - Guadalajara, in farms that alternate their crops thus favouring the nutrients for
the next crop. There we can also find ecological legumes and flours.
We bake good breads with suprising ingredients, we elaborate unusual marmelades, jams and conserves
and other wonderful seasonal creations. We prepare fresh cheeses with tasty salts and spices that leave
no one indifferent, along with original salads with unexpected ingredients like ecological khorasan
wheat. Finally, we roast our best Iberian sirloin beef in aromatic herbs and then we serve it with
innovative and delicious garnishes.
Our dishes can be as delicious as fabada beans or as unforgettable as green beans. Or you might delight
in a tasty selection of tapas. For those with more traditional preferences we can offer a selection of
carefully prepared and excellent fowl dishes.
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We pride ourselves in the elaboration of original and surprising menus. In addition to tradicional
recipes we also include tapas, dips or mediterranean mezze, if a more informal menu is your preference.
If you dont find a menu that meets your needs, just tell us and together we will look for the best options
for you.
If you are planning a special event, there is also the option of putting together a tailor-made tasting
menu. The important thing is that your celebration is a success and we can organize all the details for
you including the presentation.
Contacting us is always personal. We will speak to you in order to find out what your needs are and your
culinary preferences so that your day is the most important day for us. Contact us on 681301995,
whatsapp or by email at contacto@irukas.com
We are very aware that our society is becoming more and more international and there are many people
who have dietary restrictions for religious reasons or health reasons, so if you have guests who need
special products or who follow a specific rite or ritual, we will adapt your meal to meet the needs of all
your guests. We are currently offering Halal meats. Call us in advance and we will find a wonderful
solution for you.
If you have special dietary needs, we work closely with a profesional dietician and with her help we can
elaborate designer menus especially for you.
Our main objective is that everyone, hosts and guests alike, enjoy an unforgettable experience.
We invite you to visit our blog. There you will find news and articles about gastronomy and nutrition and,
of course, weekly recipes and seasonal products.
We include a special column for children with fun recipes that are easy and healthy so that your children
can also learn to cook and surprise you.
For everyone who is passionate about cooking we also offer special classes. Call us and we will tailor make a class for you.
Contact us on 681301995, whatsapp or by email at contacto@irukas.com
Your opinion is very important for us and we welcome all suggestions.
Club – we reserve the best options for our select customers: early information about our new creations
and dishes, additional discounts and a ‘surprise’ included in each delivery.
Welcome to my world, to my kitchen.
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